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Abstract— Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) arose several
years ago as a promising solution to decrease road casualties
[1]. ITS are based upon heterogeneous wireless networks of
vehicles and road side infrastructures. In such critical vehicular
embedded systems, the safety is at stake, and so, the security
of car-to-car and car-to-infrastructure communications shall be
carefully taken into account, first for safety issues, but also
for privacy issues. We propose a validation methodology that
assists the design of such embedded systems, and based on a
Formal Security Model that mainly targets model checking. If
modeling of embedded in-car applications is a major issue due
to system constraints and complexity, formal validation of such
models shall offer a higher level of guarantee. Apart from its
formal semantics, another strength of our approach relies on
the decoupling between system design and security issues (e.g.,
attacks, requirements, and so on) whilst all are integrated in the
same framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) intend to dramatically
decrease road casualties. One of the main ideas is to have cars
and road infrastructures communicate and collaborate so as to
detect and avoid dangerous situations. Those communications
rely on wireless networks. Because those networks and systems could be targeted by attackers, the security of vehicular
embedded systems is an ongoing trend.
The development of protected in-car applications is a challenging task. Indeed, to support current vehicle applications,
cars are commonly equipped with up to 70 controllers called
Electronic Control Units (ECU) [2]. ECUs are interconnected
through several buses (CAN, FlexRay) thus forming highly
complex networks. The actual protection for in-car safe systems like centralized car closure or mileage counter protection
mainly relies on software-based solutions that are installed
in the core CPU. Additionally, gaining access to the core
CPU makes it possible to manipulate and compromise car
operations [2]. In this context, the successful implementation
of ITS relies on protection of in-car applications. If the
design of embedded systems has been studied for years,
the development of secured embedded system, taking into
account both hardware and software levels, and integrating
all methodological stages is still an open issue, at least in the
vehicular domain. For example, solutions proposed in [3] to
[12] lack either flexibility or formality, therefore leading to
strong limitations on proposed design solutions.
The purpose of this paper is a methodology which aims to provide a modeling and verification method integrated with usual

embedded systems design methodologies. To achieve this, we
introduce a Formal Security Model (FSecM). FSecM borrows
elements from other security frameworks and approaches, for
instance attacks and security requirements modeling. FSecM
also introduces new relevant elements: it mainly includes
a first attempt of formal security language unification. Our
security model also addresses dependencies between security
properties.
The FSecM is part of a global methodology which includes
in-car system representation and formal verification based on
model checking. This methodology is briefly presented in
section III. A complementary but relevant part of our approach
is the instantiation of the proposed methodology: one possible
instantiation is presented in section IV. We finally conclude
this paper (section V).
II. F ORMAL S ECURITY M ODEL (FS EC M)
The FSecM integrates four entities: System Attacks, Security Requirements, Formal-based Security Properties and
Security Dependencies (See Figure 1). In next subsections a
brief description of these security entities is presented.
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A. System Attacks
FSecM includes System Attacks. The rationale for Attacks
comprises Dolev-Yao threat model instantiation [13]. This

approach supposes that an attacker can listen, overhear, intercept and alter agent’s exchanges and its power is only
limited by restrictions imposed by cryptographic protocols.
Attacks are seen as any possible violation of correct system
operation. Identified attacks are usually modeled through malicious agents that interact with the system model, and that
are expressed in the same language [14]. The modeling of
known attacks usually gives a first insight for identifying
unknown attacks. The construction of a generic attack model
is a paramount task that should be ideally included. However
it is out of the scope of this paper.
B. Security Requirements
Security Requirements (SR’s) establish protection requirements for in-car HW-SW assets and components. SR’s can be
obtained from translation of a technical/security specification
(which is written in plain language) or as protection against
identified attacks. Attacks can be derived from risk and threat
analysis as well as directly from Use Case scenarios. SR’s can
be categorized in hierarchy graphs whose nodes are informal
security requirements. Indeed, the graph determines relationships between SR’s whose semantics needs to be formalized.
C. Formal Security Properties
Formal Security Properties (FSP’s) are the core of our
FSecM. We claim that formal-based definitions can provide a
unified-consistent and efficient security framework. FSP’s are
defined from a semantic analysis that includes categorization,
abstraction and unification of informal security properties.
From this analysis, informal definitions for Integrity,
Authenticity, Freshness, Non-Repudiation, Controlled Access,
Availability, Confidentiality, Anonymity and Privacy were
derived. Several temporal logic languages still need to be
evaluated to determine the best candidate for representing
them at formal verification stage [15], [16], [19]. Since we
target model checking we currently explore expressiveness
capabilities of CTL.
D. Security Dependencies
Security dependencies are meant to offer a support for
formal verification purposes. The security dependencies are
derived from a logical analysis of security definitions. This
analysis takes into account the verification context:
1) Verifier Viewpoint: A viewpoint is related to the verifier’s
knowledge. The property may be verified with respect
to the viewpoint of different system Verifiers. Local
as well as global viewpoints may modify the property
representation. We exemplify this by considering an
external message that arrives to a target vehicle. To
verify Integrity the Verifier may assume that the original
message is known or contrarily that it is unknown.
Hence, property representation may accordingly change
thus reflecting different agent’s knowledge.
2) Target of the Property: The modeling entity(ies) to
which the property is meant to be verified. A property

may be addressed for verifying different elements in
the model. Property representation and its dependencies
may evolve according to the different targets. Thus,
for instance the verification of message Integrity relies
on original and received messages whereas platform
Integrity relies on non altering of code and registers.
3) Assumptions: Security properties may be implicitly/explicitly assumed in the system model. For instance
when two communicating elements are encapsulated in
the same SoC, Integrity of exchanges might be assumed
by default. Related assumptions like channel integrity
protection and message immunity against transmission
delays may also modify security dependencies.
Since verification of properties may be influenced by
the context, several schemes of security dependencies may
arise; global and local schemes for formal verification might
be necessary. We currently work on the establishment and
formalization of these security dependencies.
E. FSecM integration
A SR specification conforms a hierarchy graph of informal
security requirements (See section II-B). Each lowest dependency node of a SR can be related to a Security Property in
the FSecM thus achieving formal based SR’s. Afterwards, dependencies between security properties determine hierarchical
order for verification; if Authenticity is going to be verified and
Authenticity has a dependency with respect to Integrity then
Integrity should be verified first. Modeling assumptions may
provoke that certain security properties are held by default.
In such case those properties are ensured and don’t require
additional verification. Last, once the system model satisfies a
security property it must resist related attacks.
III. G LOBAL VALIDATION M ETHODOLOGY
The global validation methodology is mainly intended to
formally represent and validate security properties in automotive applications. The flow of this methodology is presented
in Figure 2. The methodology comprises translation of the
technical specification to the model (box 1), and the decoupling between security and other concerns (boxes 2 and 3).
Indeed, since we target model checking, the system must be
represented in a formal framework, for instance by Timed
Automata [17] or Kripke structures [18]. We indeed consider
that the decoupling of system and security models is an initial
step in order to achieve model correctness. By this separation
we aim to provide enough flexibility for SW-HW modeling and
to prevent that system model is biased by security specification, and conversely. As a consequence of this decoupling, the
process of integrating security model to system model should
be as automated as possible (box 6). Model simplifications and
refinements are suggested as a way to simplify verification
process and to deal with state explosion problem (boxes 4
and 5), but preservation of relevant model properties is a
paramount issue. Since the state explosion problem may limit
verification capabilities even after model simplification, we

propose a hybrid method for validation (box 7). This hybrid
method may combine formal as well as heuristic techniques,
attack tests and simulation. Security flaws are finally identified
(box 8) thus starting a model improvement process until all
security requirements are satisfied.

1) A tampered external vehicle which is represented in
the model. This attacker vehicle broadcasts older-faked
messages to the neighborhood vehicles.
2) A set of Security Requirements that should be accomplished to achieve trust exchanges. To prevent attacker’s
behavior we should address specific security requirements, for instance Freshness Requirement for message
exchanges.
3) A set of formal security properties. In this case a formal
definition for Freshness is required.
4) The verification dependencies for Freshness. The Verifier viewpoint considers that the original CAM message is unknown. The attacker model supposes possible
message delays and altering. Additionally, since it is
assumed that Freshness is verified based on message
contents consequently message Integrity should be verified before Freshness.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 2.
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IV. E XAMPLE OF FS EC M
An example of FSecM integration has been made
using TTool [20]. This tool targets system formal verification
through the implementation of formally defined UML profiles,
including the Timed UML Real-Time Language Environment
(TURTLE) profile [21]. TTool relies on SysML Requirement
Diagrams to represent Security Requirements. Since attacks
are closely related to system operation, they are represented as
classes modeled along with system classes, within TURTLE
class diagrams. The latter define the system architecture based
on TURTLE classes, and on communications between those
classes through composition operators. Internal behavior
of each TURTLE class must be expressed with a UML
Activity Diagram. TTool automatically translates TURTLE
class and Activity Diagrams to a specification in a formal
language (LOTOS, RT-LOTOS, UPPAAL). TURTLE offers
a good level of abstraction thus allowing a flexible HW-SW
modeling. Formal Security Properties as well as Security
Dependencies still need to be integrated in TTool as an
extension of the TURTLE profile.
Our FSecM example relies on the work that has been
developed in the scope of the EVITA project [22]. The target
of verification is based upon a model of a Local Danger
Warning (LDW) scenario [23]. In this scenario a vehicle
aims to securely broadcast a Cooperative Awareness Message
(CAM) among neighborhood vehicles. The goal is to prevent
cars about of a casualty on the road. In this example the FSecM
is composed by:

Dealing with both security and safety constraints when
designing vehicular systems is a challenging task that we
propose to address with a new framework called FSecM.
Through FSecM and the proposed validation methodology,
we address issues of Intelligent Transport Systems validation:
consistencies in security approaches, flexibility for HW-SW
modeling, process automation and formal verification of complex embedded systems.
If we have already successfully experimented that framework
over some uses cases of the EVITA project, methodological
stages of the FSecM still need to be more closely defined.
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